
Many students have a hard time sitting 
down and really focusing on the school 
work needed to get done. School can be hard 
at times when almost all teachers are assign-
ing large projects or too much homework all 
in one night. Studying can seem like a hard 
thing to do but with a few tips and some en-
couragement, you can get it done.

 To start things off, some simple 
study habits and tricks are to only study 
in small increments. Take a break every 
30 minutes or so, have a glass of water, or 
walk around the house to get your blood 
flowing. Getting fresh air and keeping hy-
drated is also an easy way to keep your body 
refreshed and on its toes. 

Another way to stay focused when study-
ing is to listen to calm relaxing music or 
music that doesn’t have lyrics so it is just 

background noise. It breaks up the silence of 
constant studying. Getting distracted while 
studying is very easy to do and often hard to 
get back on track. 

At times, studying can get boring and 
seem almost hopeless, but you can always 
make it fun. Making flash cards or com-
ing up with clever and unique ways to re-
member facts can be fun and educational. 
Studying doesn’t have to be such a hard and 
boring task, you just have to know how to 
make it fun and exciting.

  Studying isn’t everyone’s favorite 
thing to do, but it sure does help if you want 
to pass you classes. If you put time and ef-
fort into learning the criteria, then you are 
almost guaranteed to do better on the test. 
Studying doesn’t always have to be taxing 
and irritating. Make it interesting.

On Friday the 29th through the 31st, Gulf Coast 
High Schools Model UN group went to the Univer-
sity of Florida. Gulf Coast was able to attend and 
debate at the thirteenth annual GatorMUN confer-
ence which was the name of the conference held 
at UF over this past weekend. This conference was 
meant to help high school students gain expertise 
on pressing international issues. These students had 
to debate important international forums pertain-
ing to complex global issues such as preventing 
the spread of diseases, defending human rights and 
upholding justice in the international system. Mock 
crisis situations are given as topics for the Model 
UN students to use their problem-solving skills and 
apply their knowledge to these new situations. The 
students were expected to research a specific topic 
but the magic of this program was that a main part 
of the debate was impromptu and they would have 
to respond to new information as the conference 
progressed. In total it consisted of sixteen hours 
and seventeen minutes of committee with breaks 
only given for lunch, dinner and when they finally 
arrived back at the hotel. Members of the DISEC, 

(Disarmament and International Security Commit-
tee) were able to do “unmods” and “mods”. In un-
mods, (unmoderated  caucuses) they were able to 
leave the room and freely talk about their solutions 
while making their working paper. In mods, (mod-
erated caucuses) the students were chosen to give 
their speeches.

 “My favorite part was the unmods be-
cause that’s where I excelled and was able to be a 
leader.” -Tomas Panqueva, Freshman at Gulf Coast 
High School

 Along with working very hard, the unmods pro-
vided as a bonding activity for the team because 
they were able to make blocks where they could 
all respect each other constantly and communicate 
amongst one another. This program proved to be so 
enjoyable for the students who attended it because 
it taught them life long lessons and skills such as 
speaking in front of an audience and learning how 
to take part in impromptu speeches. The beneficial 
value of attending this conference gave these stu-
dents contacts for possible future careers if this is 
what they are interested in pursuing. 
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Subject: 
Advanced Placement American Government and Hon-

ors Economics

Years at GC:
10 years

What he loves most about GC:
“The interaction between the teachers and the student 

body. We have a great group of kids.”

Best memory at GC:
“Probably Graduation, watching these young men and 
women march across the stage every year, its inspira-

tional.”

Subject: 
AICE Sociology

U.S. History

Years at GC:
4 years

What he loves most about GC:
How the student body takes great pride in their academics 
and being able to teach students who will have a real im-
pact on our country’s future. Further, I feel like the school 
pride is outstanding and out students support each other 

better than any school I’ve seen.



On January 30th, at a motorcycle club expo, 
a disagreement between two rival biker clubs 
turned deadly. One person was reported dead 
and seven others were injured when the two 
motorcyclists exchanged gunfire. Denver 
Police Chief Robert White, reports that four 
people including the one who died, were shot, 
stabbed, and or injured in the fist fight that led 
up to the shooting. 

“Most of them were members of motorcycle 
clubs,” White says, “whether they are local or 
out of town, is yet to be determined.”

 
Expo attendees tell authorities that one of 

the two clubs involved has law enforcement 
members among them, such as police officers 
and military members. The other is stated as a 
“major gang” by the FBI.

It remains unclear what prompted the incident 
and investigations continue with other motor-
cyclists at the expo. There is still no person of 

H.O.S.A. has done it again! The club for fu-
ture health professionals made it’s mission to 
raise money for the Leukemia and Lymphoma 
Society , and they did it in the best way possi-
ble. This year the club asked that faculty and 
students get invovled and donate anything they 
could to the SunCoast Chapter of the Leukemia 
and Lymphoma Society. Classroom teachers 
were provided with charts to help keep track of 
how much they raised in order to meet certain 
goals. Well, once again GC showed how much 
they cared about the world by donating an out-
standing amount of money to those in need of 
medical research and cures for cancer. 

The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society exists 
to help current cancer patients suffuring from 

these blood cancers find cures and answers to 
all their questions. LLS has made it their per-
sonal mission to help those who have blood can-
cers and to make sure that they have a fighting 
chance. Patients who work with LLS have ac-
cess to treatments and specialized information. 
Patients are also given access to a plethora of 
providers and networks at a reasonable cost. 
LLS makes sure that all patients are trreated 
with care and that they are protected from high 
out of pocket costs. 

“It’s very important that we bring awarness 
and do all that we can to help these cancer pa-
tients. Their lives matter too and we should do 
all we can to help their fight” said Sophomore 
Sarah Dorvily, a member of HOSA. 

GC did an outstanding job at raising money, 
with two particular classes raising the most, 

Mrs. Hartz’s classes and Mr. Maya’s classes. 
All proceeds from the fundraiser went to the 
SunCoast Chapter of the Leukemia and Lym-
phoma Society. 

Thea Canestro, also a Sophomore and mem-
ber of the club said “It’s amazing to see how our 
school really cares. The turn out was incredible. 
I’m so proud to be a Shark.” 

Valentines Day is unconsciously celebrated 
each year as if it has been there for what seems 
like forever. Though, the internationally known 
day of love and appreciation has an origin.

 Turning the clocks back to 496 AD, Pope 
Gelasius turned the previously named Luperca-
lia into a Christian feast day and set its obser-
vance a day earlier, on February 14. In honor 
of deaths, new friendships and love stories that 
became integrated in Gelasius’s life along with 
many Romans, 14th February became a day 
for all lovers and Valentine became its Saint. 
It was observed by young Romans who offered 
valentines to the women they loved. With the 
rise of Christianity, the day came to be known 
as St. Valentine’s Day. There’s other belief on 
why Valentines Day falls on the second week 
of February, that birds begin mating on Valen-
tine’s Day, beginning the people’s season of 
love as well. 

 But what does this all mean for the 
red roses? Have you ever fantasied about your 
partner or crush surprising you with a bou-
quet of red roses? There is a story behind it 
all. It is said that once a beautiful maiden by 
the name of Rodanthe was loved by a number 
of impassioned suitors. In their desperate pur-

suit the lovers broke the doors of Rodanthe’s 
house. Goddess Diana, enraged with the event, 
turned Rodanthe into a flower and her suitors 
into thorns, thus creating the red rose we know 
today. If you get a rose or two from someone, 
the color may indicate what the message is they 
want to send to you. If they are red, it sym-
bolizes that they are passionate and love you. 

Whereas if you receive yellow or pink roses, 
if the person is one to symbolize, it means that 
they see you as a good friend. 

 Cupid, a well-known symbol of Val-
entines Day, is no regular baby. it has an origin 
from the Roman mythology where Cupid has 
been described as the son of Venus-  Goddess of 
Love. Cupid had a bow with a quiver of arrows 
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and whoever he hit fell in love. According to a 
myth, it was Cupid’s mother Venus who used to 
send him to match make. 

 Though Cupids bows and red roses are 
what some people focus on this time of year only, 
many believe that there shouldn’t only be one day 
to share your love with someone, and it doesn’t 
have to be a partner. Students like Ryann Simoes at 
Gulf Coast share this opinion.  

 “Why are you going to pick a day out of 
the year to give someone flowers when you should 
do it out of love all of the time even without flow-
ers?... and if you don’t have a partner you can just 
celebrate it with your friends.”

 Whether you choose to shower your per-
son of choice with gifts or just spread love through-
out the year, Valentines Day has many symbols, 
personally and historically. There is no one defini-
tion of love, or a day to celebrate it. It is a free day 
to show someone you appreciate them! 

Happy Valentines Day from the Shark Bites 
Staff! 
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-cyclists at the expo. There is still no person 
of interest.

 One of the two clubs’ attorney speaks 
out. He tells authorities that “The Mongols Mo-
torcycle Club was taunted by the Iron Order 
Motorcycle Club, in which the majority of the 
members are police officers.” He also claims 
that “It was Iron Order members that threw the 
first punch and when they were losing in hand on 
hand fighting they drew their guns.”

The lawyer for the Iron Order club says that 
“It all started when three members were jumped 

by members of one or more biker gangs. Exactly 
what started the brawl is still under investiga-
tion.” 

 This is not the first shooting that has 
happened in the area. In Aurora, Colorado in 
2012, a local movie theater underwent a shooting 
during the premiere of the Batman movie. Also in 
Aurora, on the same day as the motorcycle expo 
shooting, one person was shot at a Starbucks. 
Their condition remains unknown and there are 
no current suspects. 



 Alan Rickman, best known for his role as the 
Dark Arts teacher, Severus Snape, in the jaw clenching 
Harry Potter films, died at the age of 69 on January 
14th. He was a loved and respected actor by people all 
over the world. Rickman joined the cast of best-selling 
series Harry Potter and Sorcerer’s Stone by J.K. Rowl-
ing in 2001.
  In August of 2015, Rickman suffered a stroke, 
which led to the discovery of pancreatic cancer. When 
he found out, he kept his terminal disease to himself 
apart from a small hand full of close friends and family. 
Not long after his death, fans and co-stars from all over 
the world posted on social media about their shock and 
sadness of his passing. The Guardian newspaper was 
the first to report on Rickman’s death in London.
Rickman’s agent confirmed his death saying, “He was 
surrounded by family and friends.”
 Rickman constantly played the bad guy on the 
stage and on the screen, he loved it. He got his first 
big break when he portrayed Hans Gruber in Die Hard. 
Once the world saw what a talented actor he was, he 
won an Emmy and a Golden Globe in 1995 for playing 
the lead character in Rasputin: Dark Servant of Des-
tiny.  He also became a highly praised director.
 “I’m very sad to hear about Alan today. I feel so 
lucky to have worked and spent time with such a spe-
cial man and actor. I’ll really miss our conversations. 
RIP Alan. We love you.” said co-star Emma Watson 
 Rickman was trained by Britain’s prestigious 
Academy of Dramatic Art and joined the Royal Shake-
speare Company in 1985, where he performed in mod-
ern and classical theater productions. Rickman enjoyed 
portraying a variety of roles from romantic comedies to 
dark and unsettling films to Shakespeare plays to voic-
ing in children’s movies. He appeared in many movies, 
TV shows, and on stage plays. 
 When the author of the Harry Potter series, J.K. 
Rowling, heard of the death of Rickman, she posted on 
Twitter, “There are no words to express how shocked 
and devastated I am to hear of Alan Rickman’s death. 
He was a magnificent actor and a wonderful man.”

Rickman as Snape in the Harry 
Potter series.

Alan Rickman in Robin Hood: 
Prince of Thieves as The Sheriff of 

Nottingham.

Alan as Judge Turpin in the movie 
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber 

of Fleet Street

Alan Rickman in Die Hard as Hans 
Gruber Die Hard. 

REMEMBERING ALAN RICKMAN

         by Jessica Gardy

Rickman in Love Actually as 
Harry. 

Alan Rickman in Galaxy Quest as 
Sir Alexander Dane.

He will be sorely missed.



Contrary to chatter on the Internet, 
Leonardo DiCaprio does not get as-
saulted by a bear in The Revenant. 
His character does, however, get 
savagely mauled and torn to bloody 
ribbons by a giant grizzly – and it’s 
one of the most terrifyingly realistic, 
relentlessly brutal, and astoundingly 
conjured scenes I’ve seen in any 
movie this year. When it was over, 
it took me a few minutes to lift my 
jaw off my lap. Released less than a 
year after he walked off with Best 
Picture and Best Director Oscars for 
Birdman, his whirling meta-game 
about the wages of fame, The Rev-
enant marks Alejandro Gonzales 
Inarritu’s return to the big screen 
with a vengeance. Literally. It’s an 
epic about the ex-
istential extremes 
human beings will 
go to for revenge. 
Well, that, and 
witnessing one of 
Hollywood’s big-
gest stars endure a 
beating from man, 
beast, and nature. 
DiCaprio plays a 
real-life 19th cen-
tury hunter named 
Hugh Glass , 
who’s first shown 
stalking along a 
stream in some 
untamed corner 
of the Ameri-
can West, star-
ing down the barrel of a riffle at a 
moose. But before the audience can 
settle in and commune with the di-
vine glory of nature, the director just 
as suddenly hurls us into a bloody 
scrum of man-made chaos and vi-
olence. Hugh’s camp of white fur 
trappers is raided by Native Amer-
icans who seem to appear from no-
where. That carnage is violent and 
crazed and sloppy with blood, like 
the opening moment of Saving Pri-
vate Ryan, with arrows instead of 
bullets. Hugh, and everyone sitting 
in the theater watching, is lucky to 
make it out alive. 
Hugh is and isn’t a member of this 

combative group of traders. He and 
his young half-Native American 
son have been hired to guide them 
to “the edge of the world.” And 
over time, as Hugh’s tragic back-
story, including the savage death 
of his Native American wife, is 
gradually revealed, it’s clear that 
this figure stands apart from the 
trappers’ greed and self-interest, 
most menacingly embodied by Tom 
Hardy’s half-scalped and half-mad 
Fitzgerald. While Hugh tries to lead 
the men back to the warmth and 
safety of civilization, he’s viciously 
attacked by the grizzly bear and 
barely escapes alive. His throat is 
slashed, his back is butterflied open, 
and his bones are pulverized, all of 

which is enough 
for Hardy’s Fitz-
gerald to quickly 
suggest they leave 
him for dead. 
But the group’s 
leader (played 
by Domhnal l 
Gleeson) orders 
Fitzgerald and 
a shell-shocked 
greenhorn (played 
by Will Poulter) 
to stay behind with 
Hugh, nurse him 
back to health, and 
join back up if and 
when he recovers.
What made Inar-
ritu’s Birdman so 

singular and magical was the way 
his characters’ frantic inner lives 
meshed with the virtuosic chaos of 
the director’s bob-and-weave shoot-
ing style. They worked in harmony 
to help tell the story of a man com-
ing undone. Here, story and style, 
never quite get on the same page. 
They’re not even really in the same 
chapter. The Revenant is full of un-
forgettable images and unfadable 
scenes, but there’s also a frustrating 
chillness that seems to gust in right 
off the screen. It’s a movie that’s so 
focused on dazzling your eyes that 
it never quite finds its way into your 
heart.

   
Michael Bay’s new film, 13 Hours: The Secret Soldeir’s of Benghazi, 
has captured the attention of millions worldwide. The movie tells the 
story of  six American soldiers who were deserted in Benghazi, Libya 
after a series of terrorist attacks on September 11, 2012. The film is 
told to be based on a true story, though many critics and government 
official have disputed its historical accuracy. 

   The film opens by showing one of the most dangerous places in 
the world at the time, Benghazi, Lybia. At this point, many countries 
have pulled their embassies from the city for the fear of terrorist at-
tacks. The United States, however, has left a small embassy open just 
in case. A United States Ambassador to Libya, Christopher Stevens, 
arrives to help maintain peace and diplomatic relations knowing the 
dangers that lie ahead. That very same night, a group of Islamic milin-
tants attack the embassy in the hopes of killing those inside. Soliders 
defending the embassy have fled, except for the six soliders who are 
considered part of a special task force. The soldiers attempt to reach 
out to the United States Government for help, but they are not met 
with any aid, leaving them vulnerable to the terrorists who are attack-

ing them. By the end of the film, only two of the six soldiers 
have made it out alive when a convoy belonging to Libya shows 
up and reveals reinforcements to help the soldiers. 
   
   The film was very controversial to critics and politicians 
who watched the film, claiming the attacks were brought on by 
the YouTube video, The Innocence of Muslims. Michael Bay 
clearly takes a stand in the film and does not potray the video at 
all leaving the audience to think it was a planned attack, some-
thing Hilary Clinton constatnly denied. 

  The film is jam packed with action and gives the world a closer 
look at what may have actually happemed to the soldiers who 
were trying to defend the embassy. The question still remains 
to this day; did our countries’ government lie to the public and 
know this terrorist attack was planned or was it the cause of 
a video that was not even mad by an American citizen? You 
decide. 

The Revenant Review
by Sabrina Rueckner

 By Emily Collins

Icon. Legend. Hero. These are all words used to describe 
David Bowie. Bowie was an English singer who released 
several chart-toppers, starred in numerous films, and was 

admired by millions of people across the globe. Unfor-
tunately, we must mourn his passing this month. David 

Bowie’s real name is David Robert Jones. He changed it 
because it was too similar to another star at the time. The 

first single Bowie ever released was in 1966, titled “Can’t Help Thinking About Me.”
 After that, he released “27 studio albums, 9 live albums, 49 compilation albums, 6 extended 

plays, 121 singles, including 5 UK number one singles, and 3 soundtracks. Bowie also released 
14 video albums and 59 music videos.” (Wikipedia)

 His final album, Black star, was released to coincide with his birthday, just two days before his 
death. 

“Bowie drew a lot of inspiration from none other than Kendrick Lamar,” stated complex.com. 
This wasn’t too surprising, seeing as he loved hip-hop and rap. 

Apart from his music, Bowie has been in many movies, some of the most popular including 
Labyrinth, The Man Who Fell to Earth, Just a Gigolo, and the Hunger. All of his achievements 

are definitely impressive, but who was David Bowie, really? 
One of the most memorable things about Bowie is that he wasn’t afraid to be himself. Being 
different in his unique fashion choices and daring makeup are some of the things his fans ad-

mired most. He was never afraid to go against the norm and always made his opinions known. 
Before the release of his album Let’s Dance, he confronted MTV in an interview.

 According to the Chicago Tribune, he stated “I’m just floored by the fact that there are so few 
black artists featured on (MTV). Why is that?” 

Bowie stood up to the major company and defied the way they run their channel. He always 
encouraged fans to stay true to who they are and stand up for what they believe in. We all know 

how cruel people can be, and having someone who defies expectations can really be a light in 
many people’s lives. Bowie truly did care deeply about his fans, even filming his video Lazarus 
as a farewell gift. As we grow up, many celebrities we have grown to love and admire will pass 

away. However, the memories they have created and people they have inspired will never for-
get them. 

Remembering David Bowie
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